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Templates E and F
Cut out rectangle along dotted lines
Smear the backside of template outlines with a glue stick
Adhere to heavy paper such as poster paper or a cereal box, smooth �at
Cut templates E and F along outer line

D

Template D
1.  Cut three pieces of freezer paper approximately 6” x 6”
2.  Iron all three together, placing the shiny side to the dull side
You will have a thick piece with one shiny side and one dull side
3.  Cut out the rectangle on the dotted lines that surrounds template D
4.  Smear the back of the circle with a glue stick, especially along the outer line
5.  Adhere to the dull side of your thick freezer paper
6.  Cut out the circle template D
7.  Iron the shiny side of your template D to the backside of your fabric
8.  Cut out D with an added 1/4” seam
9.  Spray a pool of starch on a paper dish, dip a Q-tip into the starch,
apply it on the 1/4” seam     (Mary Ellen’s Best Press starch works well)
10.  Press the wet seam towards the center of the circle
11.  Allow it to dry, a wood piece on top, will further help to make the edges crisp
12.  Remove the freezer paper, press your circle again
13.  Place a small pool of washable white glue on a paper dish, using a toothpick, 
apply small dots of glue to about twenty spots of the seam allowance only
Place on desired area of your background, iron in place
13.  Applique by hand or machine
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*  Templates must be accurate.  Test your printer with the measurements
    of the dashed rectangle below.

November Block of Month - Topiary


